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TO	GET	OUT	THERE.	FRANKO	B	IN	TREVI

In	art,	nothing	is	as	powerful	and	firm	as	performance.	Thus,	its	own

training	program	cannot	disregard	such	stringent	conditions.	

The	summer	workshop	designed	by	Franko	B	has	been	a	challenging

journey:	physically,	mentally,	and	emotionally.	Participants	weren’t	only

asked	for	an	aesthetic	code,	but	also	an	existential	approach.	

This	is	not,	of	course,	a	matter	of	sexual	orientation,	nor	a	biographical

emulation.	It’s	about	work	and	the	seriousness	of	work.	Shortly,	it’s	about

the	ethical	integrity	of	work.	The	linguistic,	technical,	visual,	philosophical

precision	of	the	artistic	work.	That's	all.

The	performative	gesture	is	an	essential	gesture.	Necessary.

It	is	as	irrevocable	as	a	weather	event;	as	immutable	as	a	natural	disaster.

	It	is	a	point	of	no	return.	It	is	the	bell	that	always	tolls	for	you	too.

Therefore,	its	basic	structure	is	not	a	matter	of	taste	or	some	form	of

spectacular	acrobatics.	It	is,	rather,	the	assimilation	of	a	method	based	on

an	attitude	of	concentration.	It	is	focusing	on	a	goal	and	setting	the	tools

to	achieve	it.	Rehabilitating	the	habitat	-	both	physical	and	emotional,

environmental	and	interior	-	in	anticipation	of	a	goal.	Instinct	plus

pragmatism	plus	a	tragic	sense	of	rhythm.

In	Franko	B’s	teaching,	the	young	artists	from	around	the	world	went

through	four	steps:	heterogeneous	exercises	for	a	sublimation	in	four

stages.	First,	learning	discipline:	that	is,	to	follow	the	rules	of	society,	but

also	to	recognize	the	existence	of	an	implicit	system	to	the	artistic	fact.

Second,	applying	self-discipline,	to	dominate	the	impulses.	

To	reflect	while	doing.	The	combination	of	control	and	self-control,	then,

leads	to	freedom.	A	kind	of	freedom	that	is	not	arbitrary	but	consists	in	a

deliberate	respect	towards	others,	of	course.	

Their	emotions	and	choices,	but	not	only.	It	is	the	deference	towards	what

you	are	doing,	because	there	is	only	one	way	to	do	things.

	Est	modus	in	rebus,	as	Latins	use	to	say.	In	art	and	life.	

Focusing.	With	sincerity	and	ardor.	Getting	involved.

Maurizio	Coccia	
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Participants

Claudia	

Palazzo	

	Astrid

	Gnosis	

Gianluca	

Quaglia

Christina	

Novokov-Ritchey

Emanuela	

Zedda

Silvia	

Mantellini	Faieta



Hakan	

Machlis	

Matthew	

Harrison-Lord

Petr	

Davydtchenko	

Colette	

Patterson	

Dew

Kim

Sarah	

Julius	

Aarin	

Purple	

Sophie

Barnett

Francesca

Fiordelmondo	



Workshop	Rules

No	

Phone	and	internet.

No	

Smoking	or	drinking	alcohol.	

No	

Talking	for	the	first	3	days.

Vegetarian	/	vegan	food		



Track	List	

01-	Psychic	TV	&	PTV3	-	Kiss	Me	(Maggot	Brain)

02-	Lana	del	Rey	-	Ultraviolence

03-	Marc	Shapiro	-	Earth	seen	from	above

04-	Bjork	-	Human	Behavior

05-	Caterina	Caselli	-	Insieme	a	te	non	ci	sto	più

06-	Began	Goriest	-	Gnossienne	No.2	

07-	Tim	Buckley	-	Song	to	the	Siren

08-	Norrda	-	Infinite	face

09-	Queen	-	Don't	stop	me	now

10-	Manolo	Caracol	-		La	Niña	de	Fuego

11-	Lento	Violento	Man	_	Passo	Folk

12-	Fear	-	Blue	October

13-	Azure	Ray	-	If	You	Fall	

14-	Ivano	Fossati	-	Sigonella	

15-	Fleetwood	Mac	-	Oh	Daddy	

16-	Blackmill	-	Spirit	of	life	Track	List	



Every	mornig	PE	with	trainer.	





Participants	are	paired	and	must	look	at	each	other,

without	interruption,	for	forty-five	minutes.	At	a	signal,

they	must	hug	each	other	for	another	fifteen	minutes.

Later,	they	change	partners	until	everybody	has

practiced	with	everyone.	









The	group	is	arranged	at	the	sides	of	a	long	sheet	of	paper.

In	turn,	the	participants	must	go	sit	on	a	chair	where	they	will

find	short	texts	written	by	them	during	the	presentation.	The

texts	are	cut	into	strips	by	Franko.	Each	participant	draws

randomly	a	shred	to	read.	While	one	of	them	reads,

everyone	else	has	to	write	or	draw	on	paper	what	goes	into

their	mind	at	that	time,	so	until	papers	run	out.	Franko	also

dictates	the	rhythm	of	the	movements.	Then	it	will	be	Franko

who	will	continue	to	write	on	sheets	his	questions.	







Participants	embroider	on	framed	canvases.	It	is	a	further	form

of	concentration	and,	together,	a	way	to	blow	off	steam	during

the	exercises	of	the	day.	



Participants	are	assigned	different	tasks	to	perform	in	the

town	of	Trevi	or	outside.	In	the	first	case,	they	are	scattered

downtown	and	have	to	do	things	apparently	leisure.	In	the

second	case,	instead,	they	are	physically	isolated,	carried

kilometers	away,	with	three	hours	to	get	back	carrying	an

object	that	they	have	found,	a	kind	of	gift,	a	personal

souvenir	of	Trevi.	





A	three-hour	lunch	break	during	which

participants	have	to	eat	a	plate	of	rice

and	postpone	the	intake	in	the	time

given.	It	is	not	allowed	to	finish	before

or	after	the	limit	of	three	hours.	It	is

mandatory	to	observe	the	strictest

silence.	









Participants	are	invited	to	dance	the	music	chosen	by	Franko	B.

He	also	decides	the	pace,	pondering	whether	to	make	them

move	slower	or	faster.	During	the	execution	of	the	track,

Franko	calles	numbers,	from	1	to	6,	which	correspond	to	the

following	actions:

1. To	touch

2. To	stop	all	at	once,	freezing

3. To	slap	the	mate	in	front	of	you

4. To	kiss

5. To	take	off	your	clothes	until	you	feel	at	ease

6. To	hug	





All	the	participants

play	their	your	favorite

song,	previously	sent	to

Franko	by	email.

Everyone,	sitting	on	a

bench	in	front	of	the

other,	having	only	a

table,	has	the	only

constraint	of	not

getting	up	and	has	to

work	with	the	upper

part	of	the	body.	





Exercise	in	the	woods.	Each	participant	is	assigned	a

Survivor	Pack	with	lunch	and	a	piece	of	string,	varying	in

length	from	3.5	to	5	meters.	The	students	must	relate	to	the

natural	space	and	interact	with	it,	using	their	own	body	and

the	string	received.	The	exercise	lasts	four	hours.	The

obligation	is	not	to	communicate	with	other	participants	and

do	not	stay	close	to	the	latter,	trying	to	isolate	themselves	as

much	as	possible.	At	the	end	of	time	the	participants	are

called	up	with	a	bell	at	the	meeting	point.	





One	by	one,

participants

must	choose

an	object

among	those

who	Franko

told	them	to

bring	-	but	not

their	own	-	and

improvise	a

presentation:

telling	a	story,

making	a

performance

with	the	object

...	







Participants

explain	publicly

why	they	feel

represented	by

the	object	they

brought.	



Participants	are	invited	to	walk	–	at	a	variable	speed

according	to	Franko’s	instructions	-	around	a	large	pot	full

of	water	and,	according	to	his	directions,	singing	flatly	or

faster,	walk	slowly	or	faster,	focusing	on	one	thought.

When	the	number	7	is	pronounced,	one	at	a	time,	each

one	must	sink	his	head	in	the	water,	holding	the	longest

possible.	Then,	he	gets	dried	and	released	while	the	others

continue	the	operation.	





One	by	one,	participants	have	to	lie	down

on	a	mattress	and	get	massaged	all	the	time

by	others	until	another	turn.	The	purpose,	as

expressly	stated	by	Franko,	it	is	to	convey

affection	and	love,	taking	care	of	each

other,	in	turn.	



Public	presentation	of	participants	personal

works.	



Participants	are	in	one-to-

one	conversations	with

Franko	B	and/or	Maurizio

Coccia,	of	their	choosing.	





Site	inspection	in	the	square	between	the	entrance	of	Palazzo

Lucarini	and	the	façade	of	the	cathedral,	where	the

performances	will	take	place.	

Last	Day

09:00	–	10:00

Feedback,	replies	and	public	discussion	about	the	workshop.

10:00	–	17:00

Performance	set-up.	



Site	inspection	in	the	square	between	the	entrance	of	Palazzo

Lucarini	and	the	façade	of	the	cathedral,	where	the

performances	will	take	place.	

Last	Day

09:00	–	10:00

Feedback,	replies	and	public	discussion	about	the	workshop.
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Performance	set-up.	



*Still	video	by	Stefano	Teodori



*Photo	by	Andrea	Marcaccio

Public	presentation	of	the	performance.	



Claudia	--	(...)"Felt	like	i	was	at	the	very

edge	of	my	skin	all	the	time.I	was	so

grateful	to	have	the	space,	to	connect

with	nature	and	to	really	have	to	live

here	and	now	in	whatever	that	would

be.	It	was	never	one	thing	or	another

but	kind	of	like	a	mixture	of	opposites,

Togetherness	and	loneliness	and	all

extremes	but	no	middle	ground.	"(...)

Astrid	--	(...)"It	was	an

overall	inspiring	and

grounding	experience.	It

was	hardcore,	I	felt

confronted	by	my	own

insecurities	and	doubts.	I

developed	core	strength

and	feel	much	more

grounded	in	my	practice,

as	it	encouraged	me	to

find	support	in	myself.	"

(...)

Emanuela	--	"Looking	inside	ourselves

is	a	process	that	passes	through

meshes	sharp	like	blades».

So,	your	workshop	has	been	sharp

like	a	blade,	but	I	would	still	cut

myself	because	it	would	mean

learning	again	about	myself."	

*

Matthew	--	"The

workshop	provided	me

with	a	view	into	your

world;	so	much	more

than	an	exercise	or

activity,	but

conversations,	honesty

and	insight."	

FEEDBACK
Gianluca	-	"Con	il	lavoro,	l'impegno

e	la	dedizione	si	può	arrivare	al

proprio	obbiettivo.	C'è	però	un

prezzo	da	pagare,	ed	è	necessario

capire	se	si	è	pronti	a	pagare	questo

prezzo	e	se	ne	vale	la	pena.	L'unico

modo	per	sapere	se	quello	che

facciamo	è	davvero	quello	che

vogliamo	fare	è	mettersi	alla	prova,

esplorare...	Il	workshop	con	Franko	B

per	me	è	stato	questo:

un'esplorazione!"

*

Colette	-(...)"	I	liked

the	intensity	and	the

unknown	elements	of

the	course;	it	was

good	to	trust	the	flow

of	different	tasks	and	i

felt	alot	of	thought

and	awareness	had

been	put	into	this.	I

think	the	workshop

could	have	been

longer...!(...)"	

*



Sarah	--	"I	think	the

workshop	was

challenging	and

intense	but	it	was

also	very

rewarding	and	a

fascinating	insight

into	your	work	and

practice."-

*

Hakan	--	"A	week	of

silence	and	physical

exercises	really

change	you."		

*

Francesca	--	"This

workshop	gave	me

new	energy	and

consciousness/

awareness	of

myself.	I	enjoyed

every	minute	of	it.

It	should	have

lasted	more	and

been	more	strict

about	certain

things.	I	wish	i

could	do	it	again."	

*

Aarin	--	"It	was	quite

hard	and	unique

experience	at	your

workshop.	There

were	moments	that	I

was	confused	and

shocked	and	stressed

as	I	was

misunderstood	by

you	but	it	was	a

good	life	lesson	also.

I	am	glad	that	I	didn't

leave	the	workshop

when	I	was	shouted

by	you!(...)"	

*

Christina	--	"This

workshop	was	the

key	to	unlocking

my	capacity	for	self

discipline--Franko

showed	me	by

example	that

disciplining

yourself	enacts	a

trust	and	respect	of

the	self	that	is	vital

for	producing	art.

Life	altering	in	the

most	honest	sense.

My	gratitude

overflows.	"

Dew	--	"In	my	case,

I	had	never	done

performance

before.	In	a	very

positive	way	the

workshop

encouraged	me	to

think	about,	and	to

do,	performance.	I

felt	that	I	came

closer	both	to	the

audience	and	to

myself.	I	felt	that

my	body	and	my

personality	became

increasingly	more

relaxed	and

natural	as	the	time

progressed.	"

*

Sophie	--	"The

workshop	was	an

eye	opening

experience	into

greater	possabilities

and	opportunities

through	self

discipline	and

reflection!"

Colette	--	"I	was

appreciative	of

your	humility

and	commitment

to	the

workshop.	I	felt

your	presence

there

throughout."		
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